Modern manufacturing processes can achieve good throughput by requiring that manufactured products be screened by better quality control exercised at a quicker rate. This trend in the quality control of manufactured products increases the need for process-oriented precision metrology capable of performing faster inspections and yielding valuable feedback to the manufacturing system. This paper presents a spatially dispersed short-coherence interferometry sensor using diffraction orders of the zeroth and first-order for a diffraction grating has been introduced as a new compact system configuration for surface profile measurement. In this modified design, the diffraction grating acts as the beam splitter/combiner. Diffractions for the zeroth and first-orders are represented by the reference and measurement arms, respectively, of a Michelson interferometer, which reduces the optical path length. This innovative design has been proven effective for determining the step-height repeatability in the sensor range from 27 nm to 22 nm for profiles spanning the step-heights of the tested specimens.
INTRODUCTION
Embedded metrology combines the metrology of industrial machine platforms with measurements performed without removing tested materials from the workplace. In addition, embedded metrology represents the specialised uses of instrument control of precise, online measurement tools capable of fast-rate data collection in ways immune to environmental noise. Many researchers have reported investigations of inline and online surface metrology processes performed in many locations around the world over the last 30 years. For the most part, the methods used during the manufacturing inline and online processes are based on the concepts of assessing speckles or employing diffuse-light techniques; these techniques enable the extraction of surface textures with microscale properties [1] [2] [3] [4] . The main difficulty arising with these systems is that they cannot detect more information from the submicroscale surface features of the sample under testing conditions [5, 6] . However, the advantages of optical profilometry lie its capacity for performing noncontact measurements of delicate surfaces, enhanced scanning range and high data-collection rate [7, 8] .
Any practical measurement method must satisfy several key requirements to support successful uses of embedded metrology in manufacturing platforms: noncontact measurements, high-speed operations, compact systems and probes and insensitivity to environmental noise. However, several applications are not suitable for analysing defects on moving substrates because such approaches require moving the objective lens. Dynamic applications present problems in performing identifications during roll-to-roll production; it is often sufficient to evaluate sample information only inline because the second lateral measurement axis is supplied by the movement of the substrate. However, achieving high precision is complicated by the type of profile algorithm the application uses to extract the surface characterisation from the sample [9, 10] . Improvements in online techniques for surface profile measurement will prove beneficial by enabling many high-precision and ultraprecise manufacturing applications and reducing their costs of operation.
Currently available optical metrology sensors tend to be expensive and bulky and to operate at slow detection speeds. The inherent benefit of optical methods for implementing embedded surface topography measurements in manufacturing is their potential for use as sensors that provide fast measurements without surface contact. The speed limitations and large size of the traditional optical instruments have inspired researchers to investigate a new approach to overcome these limitations. Single-shot interference-based measurements require that all necessary data be captured in one recorded interferogram pattern [11] . Several authors have demonstrated instruments based on the single-shot interferometry method for reducing the effects of noise and vibrations. However, some of these applications used non-standard components, such as the micropolariser-array phase-shifting method [12] [13] [14] [15] . Several singleshot measurement instruments and techniques, such as frequencyresolved optical gatings and spectral-phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction, are powerful techniques for acquiring measurements in real time with high resolution. Nevertheless, these techniques are based on the stroboscopic measurement method; thus, they are unsuitable for real-time measurements. Moreover, these methods cannot obtain repetitive measurements of complex physical samples [16] [17] [18] . Therefore, a method is needed for evaluating the modulation frequency; such methods are based on a single-shot linescanning measurement technique: Fourier transform profilometry (FTP). FTP has been applied to perform rapid extractions of the instantaneous phase from a modulation interferogram pattern [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The viability and efficacy of spatially dispersed short-coherence interferometry (SDSCI) sensor is made possible with the implementation of a broadband dispersed measurement interferometer. It produces line/profile dispersion using a single grating in the measurement arm (dispersive optical probe). This is the first interferometer implemented and it can measure surface topographies on a sub-micron scale. It achieves this via line scanning by employing of wavelength division multiplexing with a dispersive optical probe. The interferometric technique is able to provide instantaneous wide profile measurements at a range of up to 2 mm by employing a 10X objective scan lens, rather than any conventional scanning mechanism. Consequently, this technique has the potential to be used for single-shot measurement application, whereby the speed is regulated only by a single exposure time of spectrometer camera speed. The SDSCI sensor proposed here to implement FTP by using a superluminescent diode (SLD) as a broadband light source. The results were analysed using the FTP method, which involves subtracting the slope of the phase shifts from the interference intensity for each pixel.
The SDSCI sensor was rigorously tested using a spectrally resolved broadband interferogram. This gives a basis for determining the surface profiles in the nanoscale range. The SDSCI sensor features a compact interior arrangement. This is in response to some of the challenges already identified in the paper. The SDSCI sensor operates at the nanometre scale when measuring surface step height. Moreover, this paper reports that this SDSCI sensor represents progress towards the development of a novel high-precision compact device usable in embedded surface and dimensional metrology applications requiring SDSCI sensor. Two SDSCI layout configurations were used to evaluate the obtained interferogram based on a single-shot profilometry method. The performance of the SDSCI sensor shows it offers enhanced repeatability of operations by reducing the uncommon optical path length (OPL) between the reference and measurement arms of the interferometer.
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
Investigation of spatially short coherence dispersive interferometry is important for applications to optical metrology inspections based on single-shot line-scanning interferometers. The proposed configuration employs a Michelson interferometer illuminated by an super luminescent diode SLD (Exalos EXS8310-8411) operating at a central wavelength of 820 nm with a broadband of 25 nm as illustrated in Fig.  1 . The broadband of the light source is spatially dispersed across the profile on the sample tested using the diffraction grating and objective scan lens (dispersive optical probe). The interferogram is spatially dispersed, and the optical phase is determined simultaneously for each sampled wavelength. This spectrally resolved phase data can be used to perform an interferometric extraction of the surface information topography by taking advantage of the relationship of the topography to an optical path difference in the interferometer. The surface topography information can be obtained from the dispersed profile across the tested sample. The dispersed encoded profile length is an important factor that depends on several major factors: the numerical aperture NA of the scanning objective lens, the type of grating features and the characterisations of the spectrometer. This paper reports on tests of a new updated configuration for the SDSCI sensor as introduced in the previous paper [20] .
The spectrometer output was recorded as the path length in the reference arm was changed incrementally. Each wavelength, as analysed by the spectrometer, was mapped to a single position x along a line on the sample through the action of the dispersive optical probe. Then, the phase of the interferogram pattern at any specific wavelength was a function of the optical path difference (OPD). Thus, the surface height h was obtained at the respective surface position x. The general function of the SDSCI sensor is given by [22]         , cos , .
Where   r I  and   m Ix  are the intensities at the reference and measurement arms, respectively, and  is the phase difference, which is related directly to the surface height h by the expression
The interferogram is a function of the dispersive wavelength; this interferogram is used for determining the phase encoded at a given wavelength. Therefore, the surface-height positions are related to the wavelengths. FTP can be applied to extract the phase from the SDSCI sensor; it offers a distinct benefit over phase shift interferometry (PSI) by enabling the capture of the required phase information in a singleshot measurement. The FTP technique initially required a calibration routine in which background intensity was recorded by blocking the measurement arm. After this step was complete, a single spectral interferogram was captured using the spectrometer interrogation. A fast Fourier transform algorithm was employed to determine the phase. Thus,
The middle term of Eq. (3) can be represented by
By applying a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to Eq. (4), the new equation can be written as
Where the term   * Cx  represents the complex conjugate of C .
After an inverse DFT is applied to the conjugated term in Eq (5), the phase can be retrieved by taking the complex logarithm. Thus,
The phase is now isolated in the imaginary part, which may be unwrapped, if necessary, using a suitable algorithm [5, 19, 20] .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The components and arrangement of the original SDSCI sensor were outlined in the previous section as shown Fig. 1 . The new updated compact layout is used throughout this paper as shown in Fig.  2 . The light-source beam passed through the beam splitter to the grating in the dispersive optical probe and was projected onto the sample. The dispersive optical probe consisted of an objective scan lens (LSM02-BB, Thorlabs), diffraction grating (GR25-1210, Thorlabs) and the sample undergoing testing (Diamond turned multi-step sample). The dispersed light was reflected from the sample to the optical dispersive probe. Fig. 2 . New SDSCI sensor configuration arrangement using diffraction orders.
The spectral interferogram was obtained from the wavefronts reflected from the sample undergoing testing, and the reference mirror was used for analysis with the compact spectrometer (S150, Solar Laser Systems, Minsk, Belarus). The modified design, rather than using a separate reference beam from the beam splitter, employed as a reference beam the zero order beam reflected from the diffraction grating in the optical probe. Thus, the beam followed a common path along most of its journey until it reached the diffraction grating; there, it underwent diffraction at various angles. Therefore, this arrangement reduced the differences in path lengths to at least one-third of the length of the previous configuration, resulting in a sensor that showed much less sensitivity to environmental effects. This experiment investigated the surface profile by measuring the interferogram pattern generated by the interference between the zero and first order diffraction beams. Figure 2 illustrates the zero and the first-order beams reflecting off the grating forms, serving as the reference and measurement beams, respectively, for the Michelson interferometer configuration. The reference arm (zero-order beam) contains a reflecting mirror, and the measurement arm (first-order beam) propagates its beam through the dispersive probe over the sample. Within a dispersive optical probe, the broadband SLD beam (width 8.3 mm) is angularly dispersed by diffraction grating. The dispersed light is then collimated and focused onto the surface using an objective lens. The objective lens used for SDSCI configuration in this instance was a (LSM02-BB-scan lens, Thorlabs) with an effective focal length of 18 mm. The grating equation is (sin sin ).
Where m is an integer number, d is the grating pitch and  is the wavelength of the incident light. ,  are the incident and diffracted angles respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Utilize angles of diffraction grating orders for the current SDSCI system.
The surface topography information was gathered by introducing the phase at each point on the surface of the reflected light. The lateral scanning direction x on the surface was obtained when the broadband of the SLD light was dispersed by the first-order beam through spatial scanning, as shown in Fig. 4 (a, b) . The surface scanning range ( S ) can be determined from the
Where f is the effective focal length of the objective lens, the diffraction grating operates on the first order only,  is the angle of diffraction, d is the density of the grating grooves (1200 L/mm) and   is the broadband of the light source at 25 nm. The surface topography characterisation is obtained from the phase-detection algorithm through signal processing. Parameters and experimental conditions, similar to those used for previous configurations, were set for the new compact sensor, such that the incident and diffraction angles were 2° and 73.55°, respectively, at the centre SLD wavelength of 820 nm and the angular dispersion was 0.042 rad/nm [20] . Figure 5 shows the calculated scan ranges of different incident angles and it is quite evident that whenever there is a small incident angle, there is a large scanning range to accompany it. Furthermore, the scan range would be approximately linear along the wavelength scan range.
Fig. 5. Linear dispersion vs beam angle of incidence
The scanning range (line profile length) using the objective scan lens was approximately 2 mm as shown in Fig. 6 . The beam of SLD is directed to hit the diffraction grating and disperses to the first order and zero orders. The diffraction light first order is collimated using an objective lens. The focal length of the objective scan lens is 18.02 mm. The scan range (line profile length) is one of the most important experimental factors. The scan range has been investigated and verified because it is a critical factor in measuring the entire line profile (system ability) of the sample under test for objective scan lense. The interference pattern produced by the zero and first-order beams is unique, and this can be observed by using a spectrometer CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) camera as shown in Fig.  7 . The cross-section of a zero-order beam is about 8 mm, and the firstorder (scanning range) beam is 2 mm. However, the difference between the beam sizes does not affect the interference pattern because the dispersed light (first-order) at the dispersive optical probe is reflected back from the test sample to the diffraction grating and thus combines with the zero-order reflected light. In practical terms, the difference in cross-section between the beams (zero and first-order) does not, therefore, affect the interference pattern within the dispersive optical probe concept. The spectrometer S150 is designed to work with the optical fibre type (UV600/660P). It contains a CMOS line array with 3648 pixels and a demonstrable wavelength resolution of 0.06 nm; linear image sensor (Toshiba TDC 1304AP-3648 pixels, pixel size 8µm×200 µm). The spectrometer resolution is a primary focus. The technology for a CMOS allows for small pixel size (~ 4μm) detectors and the readout circuitry directly from each pixel individually. The readout circuitry for each one can be obtained on an individual basis. However, the applicability of the data is restricted by the pixel size of the detector array. The spectral range for spectrometer S150 is between 799 and 840 nm. This was sufficient for the broadband of the SDL light source. The uppermost exposure time is 7.4 ms. This provided time enough to gather the required data. The diffraction grating features 1800 lines/nm and is compatible with a blaze wavelength of 750nm. As this variable also has an impact on spectral resolution, it is worth investigating. Regardless of whether or not the exposure time is suitable, the value of interferometer data is still dependent on a degree of fringe visibility. The fringe visibility for SDSCI sensor has been investigated by changing OPD for micrometre stage at reference arm, and it can be expressed in the form minimum and maximum intensity.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The diamond turned multi-step sample was measured with the new SDSCI sensor configuration. Figure 8 shows the sample surface profile obtained using a PGI stylus instrument (Taylor Hobson Ltd., Leicester, Great Britain) and a proprietary surface analysis software package (Surfstand, University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield, Great Britain). The steps taken to obtain this sample are labelled A through F in the images. After an application of the FTP method to the single-shot measurement extracted the phase and height, the compact SDSCI sensor succeeded in tracking the step height for Step BC. The stepheight measurement of the diamond turned multi-step sample was matched with the Taylor Hobson PGI stylus measurement.
The FTP method required between 3 and 30 fringes to resolve the sample. In practice, 10 fringes were used to maintain consistently accurate measurement results. An application of the FTP method with the previous SDSCI sensor layout yielded a measured surface-height profile of the sample for Step BC of approximately 572.09 nm, which agreed with the Taylor Hobson PGI stylus measurement within a deviation of 15.8 nm. In comparison, using the new SDSCI sensor layout produced a step height of approximately 595.8 nm, which was found to agree with the Taylor Hobson PGI stylus measurement within a deviation of 7.91 nm. These results are depicted in Figs. 9 (a) and 10 (a). The repeatability measurements were performed by taking 100 measurements of the diamond-turned multistep sample using the FTP method under similar experimental conditions. The objective scan lens was used for the probe head. Fig. 9. (a) Step height measurement for diamond turned multi-step sample and using pervious SDSCI configuration, (b) Step height repeatability measurement. Table 1 shows that the compact SDSCI sensor exhibited better repeatability with small deviation step height measurement than the previous layout of the SDSCI sensor. Consequently, the main focus of this investigation is to substitute a free space SDSCI sensor for the standard optical fibre link sensor in order to meet embedded metrology requirements, as illustrated in Fig.  11 . Such sensors are both more compact and robust than conventional solutions, allowing for use in confined or problematic conditions, such as meteorology applications. The compact nature of the sensor also reduces interference from extended optical path lengths, promoting accuracy of measurement. The effectiveness of such sensors under test conditions is likely to reflect their performance in the field, and thus this investigation seeks to demonstrate the feasibility of this simple substitution. Fig. 11 . Initial design for SDSCI optical fibre link sensor.
CONCLUSION
A new SDSCI sensor configuration is proposed in order to ensure the sensor is more compact and less sensitive to environmental disturbances. Sensor performance is also enhanced due to the reduction of uncommon optical path lengths between the reference and measurement arms. This modification to previous SDSCI sensor technology ensures that metrology sensor can be made even more compact, which is a major requirement for embedded metrology applications. The step height repeatability of the specimen under test has been measured for 100 readings.
The FTP method is more limited in its ability to resolve surface profiles with high-frequency content in the lateral dimension because of the inability to separate the imposed carrier fringes that are required for accurate FTP analysis. However, FTP remains a potentially useful tool for allowing single-shot measurement utilising SDSCI, allowing applications with dynamic processes or problematic levels of environmental noise such as moving substrates in roll-to-roll manufacturing processes to be carried out. The new SDSC sensor configuration also promises to be easy to convert from a free space variant to optical fibre links where required, removing most of the potential drawbacks.
